TOHONO O’ODHAM NATION
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

EVENT MAP AND PARKING
Friday, January 31, 2020 - Sunday, February 2, 2020

The Tohono O’odham Nation Department of Public Safety is asking that patrons visiting the 82nd Tohono O’odham Rodeo and Fair, during the weekend of January 31, 2020 through February 2, 2020, at the Eugene P. Tashquinth Livestock Complex, utilize the designated parking areas depicted below.

Please follow parking guides and **DO NOT** park outside of the designated parking areas or along fences, doing so may result in the blockage of **EMERGENCY ACCESS WAYS**. **Any vehicle blocking an EMERGENCY ACCESS WAY is subject to being towed at the owners expense.**

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY ALWAYS CALL 911!
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